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Clear Design Introduces 3D Con�gurator for Fast Estimates

3D Con�gurator quickly generates an estimated cost for BLADE, BOOST, and THREE60, along with images to visualize �nishes,
con�gurations, and additional options.

The fast, all-in-one con�gurator and estimation tool makes rough pricing easy

Clear Design announced on May 23 the addition of a groundbreaking product con�gurator to its website.
This new tool will allow users to easily customize workstations and conference tables to see different sizes,
�nishes, con�gurations, and accessories like dividers and storage pedestals. Multiple combinations of
workstations can be created and added to quickly build an estimate for an entire of�ce. Users can download
a PDF of their estimate to forward to the Clear Design team for a detailed quote for their projects.

“The con�gurator will provide our reps and dealer partners with a fast and easy-to-use resource for
visualizing Clear Design product customization and getting quick estimates for their custom con�gurations
and quantities,” says Founding Partner Luke Warrilow. “The addition of the con�gurator further speaks to
Clear Design’s service-minded business model and continuous pursuit of ways to make our user experience
easy and ef�cient for our partners.”

Clear Design is known for its stellar customer service team, robust FAST Program with hundreds of items
that ship in 5 days, and industry-leading warranty. This new resource will provide further value by quickly
generating an estimated cost for BLADE, BOOST, and THREE60, along with images to help visualize �nishes,
con�gurations, and additional options.

To learn more about the 3D con�gurator or the other lines of workstations, conference and collaboration
furniture, training tables, soft seating, and more for the entire workspace, visit https://mycleardesign.com/
(https://mycleardesign.com/).

https://mycleardesign.com/
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About Clear Design

Of�ce furniture manufacturer Clear Design �rst began in Shef�eld, England in 1983. The US operations
began in 2003 and have grown every year due to its high-quality, creative of�ce furniture solutions and
exceptional Customer Experience Team. With quick lead times, free project quotes, and renderings within 48
hours, Clear Design has built a reputation for providing reliable solutions quickly, and always going above
and beyond for its customers.
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2. Put press release text in the body of the email

3. Attach low resolution JPEG photo (150 dpi)

Upcoming Events

ASID’s GATHER 2023 Keynotes Led by Top Professionals

Date: 08.13.2023 - 08.15.2023
(https://of�ceinsight.com/upcoming-events/asids-gather-2023-keynotes-led-by-top-professionals/)

Tickets to Con�gura’s 2023 CET Experience Now Available
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